Abstract. In the Dirac-Weyl equation that describes massless neutrino propagation in the minimal Standard Model, the (2 × 2 equivalence of the) gamma matrices convert Weyl spinors into spacetime tensors, and vice versa. They can thus be regarded as amalgamations of three different types of mappings, one that connects particle spinors directly forming representations to internal gauge symmetries to their spacetime counterparts that are embodied by null flags, another that translates the spacetime spinors into their corresponding tensors expressed in an orthonormal tetrad, and finally a purely tensorial transformation into the coordinate tetrad. The splitting of spinors into particle and spacetime varieties is not usually practised, but we advocate its adoption for better physical clarity, in terms of distinguishing internal and spacetime transformations, and also for understanding the scattering of neutrinos by spacetime curvature. We construct the basic infrastructure required for this task, and provide a worked example for the Schwarzschild spacetime. Our investigation also uncovers a possible under-determinacy in the flavoured Dirac-Weyl equation, which could serve as a new incision point for introducing flavour oscillation mechanisms.
Introduction
Neutrino phenomenology is frequently coupled with strong gravitational fields. For example, neutrinos are expected to play a vital role in reigniting the stalled explosion during core collapse supernovae [1, 2] . Therefore, it is important to understand the nuts and bolts of how the spacetime curvature scatters neutrinos. More generally, combining particle physics with classical gravity has yielded important insights such as the Hawking radiation [3] , so a physically complete procedure for transcribing flat spacetime expressions into curved regions is of outstanding utility.
We begin our examination of neutrino propagation with a closer look at the 2 × 2 gamma matrices (we misappropriate this nomenclature to describe the relevant Clifford generators, as alternative names such as Pauli matrices are more commonly associated with specific constant numerical values) that appear in e.g., the neutrino current density j α =ψÂ γ αÂÂ ψÂ (Greek letters denote spacetime indices, while capital Latin letters are used for spinor indices). This expression shows that the gamma matrices translate the directional information contained in the Weyl spinors a/b [3] γ0 [2] γ0 Fig. 1 . A summary of relationships between quantities existing in the internal particle space and on the external spacetime, with the latter group splitting into those expressed under the coordinate tetrad and an orthonormal tetrad. The numbers over connecting lines correspond to the enumeration in the main text, and the blue texts in square brackets indicate how these different types of quantities are distinguished by their indices.
into a regular spacetime vector, a task that can be accomplished in stages (see Fig. 1 for notation): (1) one can define (see Sec. 2 below for details) particle spinors ψÂ that by themselves already form representations to the internal Standard Model (SM) gauge symmetries but are invariant under spacetime transformations, which are then mapped into spacetime spinors (changes under spacetime transformations) that are geometrically null flags or half null planes attached to null vectors [4] , via ψB = SBÂψÂ (S will be referred to as the decipherer); (2) The spacetime spinors are then mapped to tensorial quantities in an orthonormal tetrad using a set of constant soldering forms γ 0ÃÃβ ( * 1 , we use enumerated asterisks to mark statements for which further details are provided in the Appendix); (3) The tensors are further transplanted onto the coordinate tetrad via the vierbein a αβ and its inverse b βα . We thus have
The first transformation is not usually incorporated into investigations of neutrino propagation, because the decipherer would be a simple constant in flat spacetimes that can be set to unity. Even in studies considering curved spacetimes (where the decipherer becomes variable), the gamma matrices usually only refer toγ 0 and the particle spinors are not invoked. In this paper, we introduce this extra layer of transformation (1) , and show that despite being mathematically equivalent to the traditional treatments in the single flavour case, the additional step of peeling off a separate identity for the particle spinors, and utilizing the decipherer-enhanced gamma matrices γ α (it is well known that the gamma matrices appearing in the Dirac-Weyl equation are not unique, so our additions do not conflict with any existing infrastructure), offers better conceptual clarity, as well as practical computational benefits (it removes the arbitrariness associated with the orthonormal tetrad choice, leading directly to physically meaningful quantities) and new avenues for modelling flavour oscillations (note this serendipitous find does not require curved spacetimes, although the underlying clues leading up to it are best revealed when gravity is present).
2 The benefits of a separate particle spinor Algorithmically, although ψÂ and ψÃ can be seen as the components of the same abstract spinor ψ decomposed onto two alternative dyad bases, so the decipherer can be seen simply as a dyad transformation, the two dyads are very different physical animals 1 . The ψ0 and ψ1 are the components of ψ on the spacetime dyad basis equivalent to the arbitrary orthonormal tetrad (see * 1 for the precise mapping) that we choose to carry out spacetime computations in (the dyad bases do not satisfy any equation of motion). As it is simply the spinor version of the tetrad, it changes under spacetime transformations (e.g., the dyad bases are acted on by the spinor version of the Lorentz transformations SL(2, C)). Individual spinors decomposed onto this dyad, like vectors decomposed onto the tetrad, are thus regular spacetime entities (essentially null spacetime vectors, and more precisely null flags), to be acted on by spacetime transformations 2 (as active counterparts to the same transformations that act on the spacetime dyad).
On the other hand, we define ψ0 and ψ1 to be components of ψ on a physical dyad, whose bases are actual spinor fields satisfying the evolution equations for propagating massless particles (the decipherer equation of motion derived later). These propagating fields are physical covariant quantities, thus not really altered by spacetime transformations, and should be regarded as avatars of whatever physical entities (more precisely the basis frame bases for these entities) that particle fields ultimately represent. Therefore, internal particle transformations can legitimately act on them. Alternatively stated, these propagating fields form an abstract solution space, which is rightfully the representation space of gauge symmetries (since they are by definition transformations of one solution into another). The expression ψÂ can then be elevated to essentially a vector in this abstract solution space, and the same internal transformations can act either actively on it (directly on the components of the particle spinor, without needing to construct additional representation space), or passively on the physical dyad.
Previous literature (see e.g. [5, 6, 7] ) effectively sets SBÂ to identity, and only allow a αβ to be variable in a gravitational field. This does not lead to wrong predictions for observable quantities, as we have equalities such asψB γ 0 αBB ψB =ψÂ γ αÂÂ ψÂ, so we can see those works as evolving ψB instead of the more rudimentary ψÂ. 1 In other words, the particle spinors we define below are not new entities in a mathematical sense, and all the familiar mathematical definitions and theorems regarding spinors still apply. If one does not wish to change anything with the existing theories, these particle spinors can be implemented simply via a spinor dyad transformation, leading to no alterations to the observables. They are however different in their physical significance, and thus can become useful when we attempt to expose the physical intuition beneath the mathematics. Aside from the more immediate benefits discussed in this paper, our ultimate goal for introducing them is to have them serve as conduits linking up with spacetime-coordinate-invariant measurements on particles in future works.
2 Note though, a subset of spacetime spinor fields that satisfy particle propagation equations can serve as vectors in an abstract representation space. Internal gauge transformations can then act in this space, operating on the spacetime spinors as if they are abstract black box objects. The internal transformations never act directly on the two components of the spacetime spinor.
However, without invoking ψÂ, the physical picture can become muddled, and one may in rare occasions mistakenly conclude that internal gauge symmetries can be regarded as spacetime transformations. No such confusion would likely arise with the majority of internal gauge transformations that blend multiple different spinor fields, as new indices are introduced (to label these different fields, giving e.g., ψB i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n for some n) for the symmetry transformations to act on (e.g., as ψB i → ζ j i ψB i for some gauge transformation ζ), which makes clear the existence of an abstract representation space 3 . Instances do occur however, when the representation is one dimensional, so the gauge transformations appear to operate directly on a single spinor field, without involving any new indices to signal the existence of the abstract representation space. Take the simplest case of the electromagnetic gauge transformation that introduces an overall phase factor onto a single spinor (with a numerical value of one for charge-neutral particles, but a transformation is nonetheless applied, just with the identity element of the symmetry group; this issue of separating spinor roles is also not limited to neutrinos, so nonvanishing charges are also relevant for the present discussion). Without ψÂ, this transformation would operate directly on ψB as ψB → e iφ ψB for some φ ∈ R, and can easily be misconstrued as effecting a rotation of the null flag that embodies ψB (changing the direction of the half null plane attached to the null vector), even though it is clearly not intended to be a spacetime transformation. Such confusions can be avoided if the said transformation is applied to ψÂ instead. Since then it would be clear that it is really an abstract operator whose actions are explicated by transformations of a different type of spinor components serving a different role, as decomposition coefficients of a vector in the aforementioned abstract solution space, thereby shifting it into a different but physically equivalent vector/solution (the definition of an internal gauge transformation).
It is worthwhile emphasizing again that the gauge transformations can act directly on the components of the single particle spinor field. In contrast, as already alluded to, to have internal transformations acting on a single spacetime spinor, one would have to build an extra layer of infrastructure where an abstract one-dimensional representation space is first constructed with spacetime spinor fields being vectors in it (it is important that the vectors in this representation space are solutions to particle propagation equations, just like the dyad bases for the physical spinors, as the gauge transformations are symmetries to these equations), and then the transformations can act on this representation space instead. For example, the e iφ above really acts on the coefficient of ψB seen as an abstract vector in this representation space, and not on its two components ψ0 and ψ1 (one would perhaps more accurately write the transformation as 1×ψB → (e iφ ×1)×ψB). Failure to realize this rather subtle point would lead to the aforementioned confusions. On the other hand, the phase transformation does act directly on ψ0 and ψ1, so there will be no chance for confusion with the expression ψÂ → e iφ ψÂ. This desirable improvement ultimately comes from the fact that particle spinors by themselves already form representations to the internal symmetries, and are thus immediate handles on the physical particles that the internal transformations directly crank. In other words, although defining the particle spinors may appear as a somewhat redundantly pedagogical exercise, it should prove useful when we further excavate the physical interpretations of the geometrical languages utilized by the SM. One example of potential new physics that can be obtained this way arises when incorporating flavours, which we discuss in Sec. 4 . Another is that internal transformations of the form ψÂ → ζBÂψÂ (i.e. acting on a single spinor yet differently on its two components) are now possible should the need for them arises.
In addition, adopting ψÂ and the associated dynamic decipherer field also allows for sanitizing the study of scattering by spacetime curvature, removing the spurious effects resulting from the arbitrariness of the spacetime dyad (equivalently, the tetrad). Namely, this dyad has an arbitrary variation as we move about spacetime, which has nothing to do with gravity but nevertheless manifests in the same way in the spin connection, blending with and obstructing our extraction of the real curvature scattering effects. In contrast, the physical dyad, consisting of actual propagating fields, do not suffer from this complication. Some basic infrastructure are needed if we are to reap the benefits of the multiple spinor personalities. In particular, we need to have at hand the propagation equations of the physical dyad bases (they are simply SB0 and SB1). We turn to their derivation next.
Decipherer equation of motion
The defining relationγ αÂ Ĉ γ βBÂ +γ βÂ Ĉ γ αBÂ = −g αβ BĈ (g is the spacetime metric and is the spinor "metric" that raises or lowers indices via κB = κÂ ÂB and κÂ = ÂB κB) for the gamma matrices to generate a Clifford algebra is satisfied by any invertible decipherer field ( * 2 ). To determine its actual value though, we need to derive the decipherer equation of state (DEOM)( * 3 ). To this end, we note that the Dirac-Weyl equation γÂÂ
This works in formally the same way with particle spinors, via ψÂ i → ζ j iψÂ i , i.e., although ζ can also act on each particle spinor field separately, they only form trivial representations individually. Nevertheless, unlike with spacetime spinors, the overall representation is now truly 2n dimensional.
can be written in the purely spinorial form of ∇ÂÂ ψÂ = 0, which is concise and appealing but somewhat unnatural, since the derivatives carry particle instead of spacetime indices. It is reasonable then to assert that it is derived from a more fundamental equation ∇ÃÃ (S −1 AB ψB) = 0, which is the standard freely propagating massless field equation that also governs the spinor versions of the Weyl curvature tensor and the Faraday tensor (Ref. [4] Eqs. 4.10.9 and 5.1.57). Applying the product rule ( * 4 ), we then obtain the desired DEOM ∇ÃÃ S −1 AÊ = 0, which is also that of a massless freely propagating field (see last section).
To facilitate computations, we make the decomposition S −1DÊ = CÊ ø øD + CÊ ι ιD onto the spacetime spinor dyad (øD, ιD) corresponding to an orthonormal tetrad. The DEOM then takes up the more explicit form of ( * 5 )
where the Greek letters are the Newman-Penrose (NP) [8] spin coefficients. Note that only spacetime spinors require covariant derivatives, so e.g., coefficients CÊ ø should be treated as two scalar fields, and the NP intrinsic derivatives D, D , δ, δ in Eq. (1) reduce to directional partial derivatives.
Adding flavours
Because neutrinos can switch flavours during propagation, it is useful to introduce generations into their propagation equations and examine the implications for potential oscillation mechanisms. The exercise of introducing flavours is generally carried out via ad hoc procedures, given the mysteries surrounding generational physics (epitomized by the famous "who ordered that?" quip by Rabi). Our distinguishing between the particle and spacetime spinors provides additional flexibilities as to how this can be done, beyond simply making three copies of everything.
In the SM, the flavours appear through an additional flavour indexf 0 , so the particle spinors become ψÂf 0 . Furthermore, generational physics is only relevant to particle spinors, while the spacetime spinors are always those null flags or more colloquially "square-roots of null vectors" [9] that there is only one copy of. So flavour indices can only appear on the particle side of the decipherer, which becomes SBÂf Their values ought to be decided by experiments, but by demanding that the decipherer maximally preserves orthonormality while mapping between particle and spacetime spinor dyads in a flat spacetime, we can narrow down their candidate pool into ( * 8 )
The right-inverse condition gives S
−1 ABf
(under the F fixing above, raising the index on V with F is equivalent to the more familiar conjugated transpose), while the left-inverse condition implies that F must be a projection operator, specifically Ff
The gamma matrices that carry information about the spacetime metric (through a αβ ) become
and determine a spin connection Γ αBÂ for parallelly transporting particle spinors through the metricity condition 0 = ∂γ αBf0B
When interacting with G, F exhibits behaviours typical of a metric
thanks to which Eq. (3) admits closed form solutions ( * 9 )
with V Γ e having the same apparent form as the single flavour solution prior to the introduction of the decipherer (see Ref. [5] , note though our metric signature is −2 and the normalization for the γ 0 matrices is also slightly different from that paper)
where Γ ξ ηα are the Christoffel symbols, but the gamma matrices in B αβÂĈ ≡ 1 2 γ e αD Ĉ γ e βÂD − (α ↔ β) now contain the decipherer in our context. On the other hand, the dynamics of the decipherer also introduce the additional direct contribution
The simple flavour dependence (5) of the spin connection results in the flavoured Dirac-Weyl equation also being factorizable
Naively, one would want to apply a G
−1 f2f
3 and decouple the different flavours. However, the determinant of G vanishes, so such an inversion is not possible, and the system of equations (8) is under-determined. This has interesting physical consequences which we will return to in Sec. 6. In the mean time, we provide a concrete example for how to compute the various quantities defined above in real spacetimes.
Worked example
We specialize to the Schwarzschild spacetime [10] for illustration, which due to the Birkhoff's theorem [11, 12] is also the solution relevant for regions surrounding, but not inside Earth. There exists a special orthonormal tetrad corresponding to the Kinnersley null tetrad [13] , and the associated NP quantities can be looked up in standard literature [14] ( * 10 ), explicating the DEOM (1) into
where ∆ ≡ r(r − 2M ). We can make the decomposition CÊ ø/ι =CÊ ø/ι + δÊ ø/ι , where overhead circles indicate solutions in the limit of vanishing mass (M → 0). The asymptotically flat spacetime boundary conditions can then be imposed simply as lim r→∞ δÊ ø/ι = 0. TheCs are constants ( * 8 ) in a Cartesian orthonormal tetrad, but not so in our tetrad adapted to spherical symmetry, so a tedious but straightforward transformation can be applied to acquire them ( * 11 ), which subsequently serve as sources to the δs. When we are not too close to the event horizon, we can make a perturbative expansion δÊ ø/ι = fÊ ø/ι (θ, φ)/r + O 1/r 2 , and Eqs. (9) decouple at the leading order in 1/r, into The solutions to these equations are
where τ ≡ ln(cot(θ/2)) (similarly for τ as a function of θ ), and gÊ ø/ι are single-variate functions with the entries in the trailing brackets their arguments (note the freedom in the lower integration limit is subsumed into gÊ ø ). They are solutions to the homogeneous parts of the equations, and are determined by initial conditions from the formation history of the central massive object. Concentrating on a specific example angular location such as (θ = π/2, φ = 0), we can numerically evaluate the integral in Eq. (11) and its angular derivatives ( * 12 ), yielding the spin connection via Eqs. (6) and (7) ( * 13 ). To demonstrate the changes brought about by the dynamic decipherer, we compare in Fig. 2 a reference Γ ex computed using S eÂB ≡ 1ÂB (to mimic the spin connection appearing in previous literature) with the full Γ e . For this figure, we chose gÊ ι = g0 ø = 0, and (to ensure regularity at the poles)
which straddles between λ n and λ s that are the integration results of Eq. (11) when the upper limit θ is set for the north and south poles respectively. The L 2 norm plotted in the figure is defined as αÂ,B |Γ e/ex αBÂ | 2 , while the L ∞ norm is max αÂ,B |Γ e/ex αBÂ |, which can jump between different components and thus does not need to be smooth.
The two spin connections exhibit visibly different behaviour at large r. Essentially, Γ ex contains within it a description of the variation of the spacetime spinor dyad (equivalently that of the Kinnersley tetrad), which is not necessarily due to gravity (see * 11 for details in the flat spacetime limit), just like the Christoffel symbols would not vanish even in the Minkowski spacetime if we use curvilinear coordinates. In any case, it is irrelevant to the particle spinor ψÂf 0 , and is neutralized by the decipherer dynamics introduced into Γ e , which consequently constitutes a much cleaner representation of the effect of gravity on particle propagation.
Discussion
We conclude with a brief discussion on the physical implications of the flavoured Dirac-Weyl equation (8) being underdetermined. Mathematically, this is because only a particular combination of the flavours (∝Vf 1 ) is visible to spacetime operators such as derivatives, and so the Dirac-Weyl equation can only guide this exposed part, leaving the remaining two flavour dimensions unconstrained. To see this, we can factor out an F from G using Eq. (4) However, due to the extra complex conjugation onVf 1 , G itself is not generally a projection operator that preserves an already projected flavour vector through subsequent projections, even though it is always of rank one. So in the interest of physical clarity, although not mathematical necessity, it is desirable to choose the phase angles φ µ and φ τ ( * 8 ) in such a way that G becomes some genre of a projection operator. In any case, the non-invertibility of G has the interesting implication that even without introducing any intrinsic masses, the Dirac-Weyl equation already allows for flavour oscillations. Because during propagation, ψ Af0 is free to rotate within the two hidden flavour dimensions complementary toVf 1 . For a more quantitative illustration, we can begin with any non-oscillating solution to Eq. (8), and then multiply it with any arbitrary holomorphic function of F (which we recall is not diagonal * 6 ) that also depends on the affine parameter τ along the spacetime trajectory of a , and thus may provide a tentative clue to answering perplexing questions such as why θ 23 and δ are so nearly maximal, and why the inscrutable number 1/ √ 3 seems to lurk in the data (e.g., it is incorporated into the earlier phenomenological tribimaximal mixing scheme). More precisely, we would like to impress upon the readers that the conditions for projection (including Z 2 -graded) operators are quite stringent (idempotency being a matrix equation), so if one starts from these conditions and go in the reverse direction to try and infer the mixing angles, they would arrive at essentially the same set of numbers (if −2 is picked for the right hand side of Eq. (A.34); slightly more freedom is allowed if 0 is chosen). In this sense, these angles can be viewed as restrictive predictions of our phenomenological model, in order for it to achieve self-consistency. In contrast, the mixing angles are unconstrained in mass-based oscillation mechanisms, so they are free parameters in those models, to be determined by fitting to data. Our naive example is however not intended as a full-fledged model, and cannot explain all aspects of the recorded data. Nevertheless, the true flavour oscillation mechanism may well share its exploitation of F as a penalty-free (with respect to the Dirac-Weyl equation) channel for blending flavours. Therefore, the fact that some vestiges of F appear to remain detectable in experimental data should not be surprising.
Physically, the flavour-projected Gf 0f 1 ψÂf 0 (really a fixed-flavour quantity due to the projection, despite thef 1 index -in an alternative flavour basis whereVf 1 is along one base vector, the indexf 1 reduces to a fixed constant, leaving no free flavour indices) provides a handle that the Dirac-Weyl equation can grab onto, in order to ensure that the neutrinos travel on trajectories appropriate for massless spin 1/2 particles being scattered by spacetime curvature (note that although a neutrino switches between flavours while propagating, it is still only one single particle, so it is appropriate that only one Dirac-Weyl equation should describe its propagation, instead of a separate equation for each flavour). How the internal structural details of the neutrinos evolve while they travel on said trajectories is on the other hand beyond the jurisdiction of the Dirac-Weyl equation, and requires additional beyond-SM physics. However, we note that only augmentations are required, and no modifications to the existing SM equations appear mandatory. While current efforts to explain neutrino flavour oscillations (see e.g. [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] ) concentrate on the latter approach and are presently battling difficulties such as short baseline anomalies [33, 34, 35, 36 , 37] (additional light sterile neutrinos are proposed as potential solutions, but their existence contradicts results by collider, astrophysical, cosmological, as well as long baseline oscillation experiments [16, 36, 37, 38, 39] ) and a lack of direct experimental support for the novel physics they employ [40, 41, 42, 43, 44] , it is perhaps worthwhile to also explore the former (i.e., keep neutrinos massless and maximally parity violating, and simply devise new laws to govern their dynamics in those hidden flavour dimensions), and take advantage of a more straightforward reconciliation with existing tests of the SM. Experiments measuring neutrino masses directly, such as KATRIN [45] , should provide further clues as to whether this alternative line of attack is worth pursuing.
Finally, we note that even though the separation of the particle and spacetime spinors is presented in the context of general curved spacetimes in this work, the augmentations (inserted to describe the evolution of the particle spinors, prior to the application of the decipherer that subsequently determine the spacetime spinor) that cause the particle spinors to evolve with time in the flavour space do not rely on gravity, as the under-determinacy is also present in flat spacetimes. In other words, spacetime curvature causes the decipherer to become dynamic, but this has nothing to do with the (independent set of) dynamics within the particle spinor space (flavour space) responsible for the oscillations (note different particles should in general have different such dynamics, so non-neutrino Fermions do not need to oscillate). Regardless of whether the decipherer is static, it always contains a projection operator which keeps the DiracWeyl equation oblivious (thus will not object to, by failing to remain satisfied) to the extra flavour dynamics being inserted, provided that the additions do not alter the projection outcome (it is this provision that allowed us to construct the aforementioned phenomenological model and gave it some predictive power). It is therefore not necessary for gravity to be present to activate these flavour space dynamics, and in fact, the phenomenological model is intended for the Minkowski spacetime. Nevertheless, more complex interplays (beyond those already investigated by existing literature [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] ) between said flavour space dynamics and gravity are possible, and may well contribute to those residual differences between the phenomenological model's predictions and the experimental results. Furthermore, we make an observation that one feature separating long and short baseline oscillation experiments is that the longer ones all have the neutrinos tunnelling through Earth, and the spacetime curvature they experience would be of a purely Ricci nature (modelling the Earth as a uniform density ball of matter), as opposed to the Weylonly curvatures experienced by neutrinos flying above the Earth's surface. We do not yet know how significant this difference is, but given the tension between the results emerging from long and short baseline experiments, it may deserve further investigation. 
APPENDIX
A Additional details *1-The spacetime spinors represented in the spinor basis frame (dyad) (øÃ, ιÃ) can be seen as exotic representations of the spacetime vectors expressed in a Newman-Penrose null tetrad { , n, m,m} given by
which is equivalent to one particular orthonormal frame {T, N, E 2 , E 3 } via
The γ 0 s appearing in Eq. (A.1) are by construction constant matrices such as the Pauli matrices joined by the identity matrix (apart from a common normalization factor, see Ref.
[4] Eq. 3.1.49)
*2-With ηαβ =g αβ ≡ a ξα a ζβ g ξζ being the Minkowski metric under the orthonormal frame, we havē
*3-The decipherer translates between the particle and spacetime spinor dyads. The latter has been fixed by the tetrad choice, but the former can be altered, resulting in a corresponding change in the decipherer S. In other words, there is a global gauge freedom (we shall term it the representational freedom) in S on top of its satisfying the decipherer equation of motion. Such a gauge transformation can be written out as
where G (both indices are hatted, as it is a transformation within the particle spinor space) can obviously be subsumed into S so the gauge transformation can alternatively be stated as a change in the decipherer, which does not alter the observable quantities. More precisely, given the Dirac-Weyl equation
the transformation (A.5) induces a corresponding alteration in Γ
which we can verify to satisfy the metricity condition, explicitlȳ
The Dirac-Weyl equation then remains satisfied, provided that ψ undergoes a corresponding transformation
The physical quantities such as the current density remain unchanged, explicitlȳ
where we have used the fact that the contravariant and covariant quantities transform with inverted matrices (one with G, the other with G −1 ), in order for their contraction to remain invariant. and we know that the first term of the last line vanishes since it is just the Dirac-Weyl equation in its traditional form. Because Eq. (A.12) has to be satisfied for all possible neutrino fields ψ, we must have that the derivative in the second term vanishes.
*5-Given the metric for a spacetime, we begin by specifying any particular Newman-Penrose null tetrad (thus fixing a βα ). It then defines a corresponding spin-frame via Eq. (A.1), or
where a spin-frame is a spinor dyad (øÃ, ιÃ) that satisfies the normalization .14) and is similar to the concept of an "orthonormal tetrad" with tensors. The antisymmetric bispinors that are used to lower spinor indices can then be written out as (we do not place a bar over Ã B , as per convention)
The component form of Eq. (A.2) is (decomposed into the orthonormal tetrad {T, N, E 2 , E 3 })
which gives via Eq. (A.13) the component form of the spinor dyad as
The covariant derivatives in the DEOM acting on the spinors are more conveniently expressed in the NewmanPenrose formalism, whose intrinsic derivatives along the tetrad basis vectors are related to spinor derivatives by (Ref. [4] Eq. 4.5.23)
, then the dyad satisfying the complex normalization equation (A.14) fixes |ι 1 ||ø 1 | and arg ι 1 + arg ø 1 . Specializing to a particular null tetrad then further fixes the three complex Lorentz freedom transforming between orthonormal tetrads. Specifically, ι 0 /ι 1 (direction of n on the anti-celestial sphere in a complex stereographic projection representation), ø 0 /ø 1 (direction of l), |ι 1 |/|ø 1 | (overall multiplicative amplitude of l or equivalently n), and arg ι 1 − arg ø 1 (orientation of E2 or equivalently E3 that's orthogonal to it) are fixed. Using the product rule and noting that the covariant derivatives of ÃB and Ã B vanish, the derivatives of the lower-indexed dyad basis are trivially obtained by shifting the index location in these expressions. Their complex conjugations when combined with Eq. (A.18) also provide the derivatives oføÃ andῑÃ . Also notice that the spin coefficients in Eq. (A.19) that are components of the spin connection (note, this spin connection is for the spacetime spinors, different from the one acting on particle spinors that appear in the Dirac-Weyl equation) do not need to vanish, even in flat spacetimes, for spinor dyads (and correspondingly the null tetrads) that are not parallelly transported.
We now turn to the DEOM, which becomes
Commuting ÃB outside of the derivative and break it down using Eqs. (A.15), before contracting withøÃ andῑÃ respectively, we obtain after applying Eq. (A.18) the equations
Finally, Eq. (A.19) together with the normalization rule (A.14) give us
where the differential operators appearing above are simply the far right hand side of Eq. (A.18), but with ∇ replaced by ∂.
*6-We first note that with the inverse S −1 as defined in the main text, the derivation in *2 carries over essentially unchanged, leading to
The spinor algebra is thus not spoiled, but we do not know a priori what F should be, given the mystery shrouding generational physics. Nevertheless, we know it cannot be a simple Dirac delta. Writing out the flavour components as
then the diagonal entries (in flavour) in the left-inverse and the whole of the right-inverse conditions demand that
2 however, then we need tr(F) = 3, which is impossible. We cannot even have Ff 1f 2 = λδf 1f 2 for some constant λ, since the vanishing of all off-diagonal elements in the left-inverse condition demands that at least some of det(S e ), det(S µ ) or det(S τ ) vanish, making them non-invertible. Retaining invertibility, we then have the following conditions
that must be satisfied for some scalar fields F µ and F τ . The S e is unconstrained, aside from the determinants det S e , det S µ = F 2 µ det S e and det S τ = F 2 τ det S e having to be nonvanishing. The corresponding F is
which is a projection operator (Ff 
On the other hand, the explicit form for the flavour factor in the gamma matrices is
which can be checked explicitly to satisfy the useful identities , apply the product rule, and note that S e already satisfies Eq. (A.31), we must thus have F µ and F τ , and subsequently F, all being constants.
*8-We motivate the decipherer to take on physically attractive forms in the particularly simple flat Minkowski spacetime. Such an endeavour will also provide us with boundary conditions for when integrating the decipherer into curved regions of an asymptotically flat spacetime. We begin by noting that each individual flavour component Sf 0 is a transformation between spinor dyads, so in a flat spacetime 5 , it is desirable to have them belong to SU(2), thus map spin-frames in the particle spinor space into spin-frames in the spacetime spinor space, which physically means that Sf 0 (overhead circles signify flat spacetime quantities) preserves orthonormality. We emphasis though that this is not an essential condition, only one based on aesthetics, because the spacetime dyad basis we actually use in computations (such as those in *5) is generally not the image of the particle dyad under S. We further note that an overall phase factor can be uniformly applied to all spacetime spinors, without changing the spacetime tensors that they map into (see Eq. A.1, and we denote this freedom by U sp (1)), so without compromising our aesthetics, the normalization (A.14) can be relaxed to pick up an overall phase factor on the spacetime spinor side, and thus eachSf 0 (bridging a strict spin-frame on the particle side to a phase-relaxed spin-frame on the spacetime side) can be an SU(2) matrix times an overall phase factor, or in other words,
The base caseS e can be written out explicitly as
where the precise values of the complex constants α and β are immaterial, as there is a representational spin-frame freedom in the particle spinor space (see *3), which allows us to overlay any arbitrary SU(2) transformation onS e (and synchronously to other generations via Eq. (A.26) ). We will assume α = cos ζ ∈ R and β = sin ζ ∈ R for simplicity, and leave ζ free, so we could utilize the representational freedom to simplify calculations should such opportunities arise. With Eq. (A.32), the projection operator F becomes weakly democratic in the sense that all its entries share the same absolute value.
To pin down the phase angles φ µ and φ τ , we note that since the physical mechanism for condensing three particle spinors of different flavours into a single spacetime spinor is through a projection in the flavour space, we would prefer γ and more precisely its flavour constituent G to be a slightly generalized projection operator satisfying G 2 = ±G. With either sign, the normalization (A.14) of a spin-frame in the image of G will not be spoiled by subsequent projections. We do not allow for arbitrary phase increments during successive projections though, as G operates entirely within the particle side, and the U sp (1) freedom is not applicable. This requirement of G being a generalized projection operator is satisfied provided that
Condition (A.34) does not uniquely determine φ µ and φ τ , so we keep these angles in their symbolic forms during derivations for generality.
*9-We begin by noting that the metricity condition is an algebraic equation for Γ , and the first line constitutes the source terms. We can re-express them in the factorized form of ∂γ αÂf0Â 
To make progress towards solving this equation, we note that if the flavour-reduced version of the metricity equation, namely 
which is satisfied by
*10-We write the metric in the Schwarzschild coordinates, which has the form
in geometrized units, where ∆ = r(r − 2M ). The Newman-Penrose null tetrad we choose is the Kinnersley tetrad, { , n, m,m}, 
The Ricci curvature for metric (A.46) vanishes and the nonvanishing entries in the Weyl curvature (modulo index symmetries) are
The spin coefficients can be found in Ref. [14] Eqs. 21.287 and 21.288, with the nonvanishing ones being *11-We already know the flat spacetime solutions from (*8), albeit under a Cartesian tetrad adapted to a Cartesian coordinate system. We thus need to translate expressions there into (the M → 0 limit of) the Kinnersley tetrad. Using overhead check to denote Cartesian quantities, we can write
Using Eq. (A.17) and the expression forS e from (*8), we obtaiň
To find theseP andQ coefficients, we begin by finding the transformation L between the Cartesian and the Kinnersley null tetrads,
Define the Cartesian coordinates x = r sin θ cos φ , y = r sin θ sin φ , z = r cos θ , (A.56) and the corresponding orthonormal version of the Cartesian tetrad as {T,N,E 2 ,E 3 } = {∂ t , ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z }, then the Cartesian null tetrad obtained by inverting Eq. (A.2) can be reached from the Kinnersley tetrad by an L equalling
with c θ ≡ cos θ, s θ ≡ sin θ, c φ ≡ cos φ and s φ ≡ sin φ. Its corresponding spin transformation is 
As a sanity check, we note that the Cartesian basis should be parallelly transported everywhere in a flat spacetime, so covariant derivatives such as δø A should vanish, giving us which we explicitly verify to satisfy the M → 0 limit of the DEOM. The full curved-spacetime DEOM then reduces to
that govern δÊ ø/ι , withCÊ ø/ι serving as source terms.
*12-To evaluate the integral in the solution for fÊ ø , we begin by noting that the expression forCÊ ι is simplified if we select ζ = π/4 (see *8). However, it is still too complicated to be integrated analytically, so we opt for the numerical alternative. Taking θ = π/2 and φ = 0 as an example angular location, we numerically evaluate the integrals in fÊ ø (π/2, 0) (using IÊ(θ , θ, φ) to denote the integrand), as well as The symbols c ij ≡ cos(θ ij ) and s ij ≡ sin(θ ij ) denote trigonometrical functions of the mixing angles 0 ≤ θ ij ≤ π/2. Another piece of the jigsaw are the masses m i of the mass eigenstates. If we define (L being the oscillation baseline distance and E the neutrino energy) where t 13 ≡ tan θ 13 . If we further set θ 13 to be equal to the idealized θ 12 = arcsin(1/ √ 3), then H becomes a projection operator having the same form (A.27) as F, with φ µ = φ τ = π/2.
